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Historical Annual Reports 
Collection

Mergent ArchivesTM

Over one million documents available
The corporate annual reports of the past are a rich source of information for 
scholars in business, economics, and history, yet they’re seldom used. The 
problem? Finding them. Retrospective reports are scattered around the world on 
film, fiche, and tattered paper. Aggregating and digitizing them is a daunting task. 
Now, Mergent’s done it— we have added three historical collections covering the 
U.S., Canada and International companies. We’ve gathered, digitized, and indexed 
these vital business records and provided seamless access to the entire collection 
via our newest database, Mergent Archives.

Mergent Archives contains three databases offering more than 1,000,000 
documents and covering over 100 years.

•   USA—Over 370,000 documents

•   Canada—Over 150,000 documents

•  International—Over 500,000 documents

Mergent Archives’ Historical Annual Report Collection offers easy, one-stop access 
to these rare records and gives researchers a first-hand look at the evolution of the 
business world.

Mergent Archives’ Historical Annual Report Collection will deliver to your library:

•   A simple, online screening tool allowing researchers to search across reports by 
company name, year, city and state, and document type

•   Fully searchable text in every document, allowing researchers to find the 
information they need most and streamlining their research by helping them to 
more easily explore data

•   Continued and daily updates to both the historical reports collection and 
currently released documents

Key points
•   Global coverage and access to over 

1,000,000 historical documents 
with new reports and companies 
added daily

•   Advanced screening options with fully 
searchable text in every document

•   Every report featured in full-page, 
high-resolution PDF format for 
viewing and printing clarity

•   Rich historical financials and text on 
thousands of companies

•   Access our U.S., Canadian or 
International databases

Additional features
•   Reports fully digitized in color

•   All reports come from trusted 
sources including:

    –   Mergent’s private collection

    –   Leading universities and libraries

    –   Private providers

•   Where available, reports are offered 
in multiple languages
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About Mergent

For over 100 years, Mergent has been a leading provider of business and financial 
information on public and private companies globally. Mergent is known to be a 
trusted partner to academic and public libraries, as well as corporate and financial 
institutions. Today we continue to build on a century of experience by transforming 
data into knowledge and combining our expertise with the latest technology to 
create new global data and analytical solutions for our clients. With advanced data 
collection services, cloud-based applications, desktop analytics and print products, 
Mergent and its subsidiaries provide solutions from top down economic and 
demographic information, to detailed equity and debt fundamental analysis. We 
incorporate value added tools such as quantitative smart beta equity research and 
tools for portfolio building and measurement. Mergent is a member of the London 
Stock Exchange Group plc. The Mergent business forms part of LSEG’s Information 
Services Division, which includes FTSE Russell, a global leader in indexes.

To learn more, visit mergent.com; email customerrelations@mergent.com; 
or call your Client Service Team office at: +1 800 342 5647 
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